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CHAPTER 1 Pi

Learning Objectives

In this concept, you will learn the relationship between diameter and radius and identify pi as the ratio of diameter
to circumference in a circle.

Carla has to go to the store and get a tablecloth for the round table in the dining room. In order to get the right size
tablecloth, she needs to know the distance from one side of the table to the other side. The 3-foot long yardstick she
has can only measure up to the center of the table, or halfway across. How can Carla figure out the distance across
the circular table with only the yardstick and then use that information to find out the circumference of the table?

In this concept, you will learn the relationship between diameter and radius and identify pi as the ratio of diameter
to circumference in a circle.

Circle Relationships

To work with circles, you need to know the different parts of a circle and how these key parts are measured.

You can measure the distance across the center of the circle. This distance is called the diameter of the circle.
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You can measure the distance from the center of the circle to the outer edge. This distance is called the radius.
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Notice that the radius is one-half of the measure of the diameter.

You can measure the perimeter of the circle too. This distance is called the circumference of the circle.
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Archimedes, a mathematician in ancient Greece, is credited with figuring out the relationship between the diameter
and circumference of a circle. Archimedes discovered that if you take the distance across the circle (diameter) and
stretch it around the circumference, it would take a little over 3 lengths of the diameter to go around the circumference
of the circle.

Let’s say that the diameter of this circle is 5 cm, in that case the circumference of the circle is three and a little more
times the 5 cm, or a little less than 16 cm.

The ratio of the diameter to the circumference is called pi, π. The numerical value of pi is a non-terminating decimal,
which means it cannot be written precisely as a numeral since the decimal places never end or form a pattern. So,
the number 3.14 is used to represent pi and is used for estimating the circumference of a circle.

Examples

Example 1

Earlier, you were given a problem about Carla and her trouble measuring the diameter of the round table.

Carla was still debating how to find the diameter of the round table when her mother walked in the dining room.
When Carla explained the problem to her mom, her mom told her if the 3-foot long yardstick measured the distance
from the edge of the table to the center point, then that was the radius of the table. Knowing the radius of the table
was 3 feet, Carla knew she could use the relationship formula for radius and diameter to figure out the distance from
one side of the table to the other.

First, Carla substituted the given measurement in the formula for diameter and radius.
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2 (radius) = diameter
2 (3 feet) = diameter

Next, she multiplied 2 times 3.

6 feet = diameter

The table’s diameter is 6 feet.

Carla could use this information to figure out the circumferences of the table by multiplying the diameter and pi
(3.14).

Example 2

Use the given value for the radius to find the diameter.

If the radius of a circle is 3, what is the diameter?

First, note the definition of radius and diameter. The radius is one-half the diameter or the diameter is twice the
length of the radius.

2 (radius) = diameter

Next, multiply the radius by 2 to get 6.

2(3) = 6

The answer is 6.

Example 3

If a circle has a diameter of 14 inches, what is its radius?

First, substitute the given measurement in the formula for diameter and radius.

2 (radius) = diameter
2r = 14 inches

Next, divide both sides by 2.

2r
2 = 14

2
r = 7

The answer is 7.
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Example 4

If a circle has a radius of 11 inches, what is its diameter?

First, substitute the given measurement in the formula for diameter and radius.

2(radius) = diameter
2(11 inches) = diameter

Next, multiply 2 and 11.

22 = diameter

The answer is 22.

Example 5

If a circle has a diameter of 18 inches, what is its radius?

First, substitute the known values in the equation.

2(r) = 18

Next, do the math and divide both sides by 2.

2r
2 = 18

2
r = 9

The answer is 9.

Review

Given each radius, determine the diameter.

1. r = 4 in.
2. r = 6 in.
3. r = 5 in.
4. r = 12 in.
5. r = 16 f t.
6. r = 28 mm.
7. r = 12.5 f t.
8. r = 1.25 m.

Given each diameter, determine the radius.
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9. d = 12 m.
10. d = 18 m.
11. d = 12.5 in.
12. d = 18.5 f t.
13. d = 9.8 in.
14. d = 1.45 mm.
15. d = 1.75 f t.
16. d = 2.5 f t.
17. d = 221.25 m.

Review (Answers)

To see the Review answers, open this PDF file and look for section 10.5.
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